
Dear Senator/Minister 

RE: Border Force and Australian Federal Police Corruption 

Operation Collage/Bergonia 2010 

21 July 2016 

This is an official request for someone to finally act against incessant corruption in Border Force and 

the Australian Federal Police. This has been raised with all members of the Federal Parliament 

before the election but largely ignored. 

This inquiry needs to be asked with your Parliamentary privilege or even a public enquiry. 

ACLEI, the agency tasked to investigate and charge for corruption are not acting even after they are 

given undisputable proof and material evidence for serious charges including perjury, misleading 

statements, tampering with evidence, removing property under seizure, theft and perversion of 

justice relating to AFP officers Aaron Burgess, Luke Read, Paul Watt, Simon Wynd, Luke O'Shea, 

Simon Castles, Christine Geissler, Karen Mazlin, Angus McGilvray, Carmen Begbie and William Tooth 

as well as undisclosed Border Force officers. 

It has been both surprising and disturbing concerning lack of any action by ACLEI since 2012 

considering the serious non-disclosure, corruption and cover-ups in Operation Collage/ Bergonia. 

What is the point of giving information to an organisation who then does not act on it? 

Minister Dutton stated on official response dated 2 May 2016 that "I understand that ACLEI continue 

to assess a number of matters raised by Mr Golding. Please be advised that your correspondence has 

also been forwarded to ACLEI for consideration". 

ACLEI stated last week to me that no material or correspondence has been forwarded by Minister 

Peter Dutton which equates to him lying on Ministerial letterhead and not taking a serious stance 

against corruption in Border Force. The worrying other point is , how does Minister Dutton know 

what or how many matters I have raised with ACLEI when ACLEI state they have not received 

anything from him? 

Minister Dutton is hiding Border Force Corruption whilst he Pontificates about spurious border 

protection issues. Until you do something then the stain of incessant corruption will grow and 

multiply which is in no way for the best interests for the Australian people. 

On the 8th July 2016, the 1st assistant secretary of Integrity Security and Assurance, Mr Stephen 

Hayward of Border Force replied to my further enquiry put to Minister Dutton by Senator Jacqui 

Lambie stating that Border Force can assist in no way and the non disclosure and corruption issues in 

Operation Collage/Bergonia are being investigated by ACLEI. 
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